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RETAINED FIREFIGHTERS UNION INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
 

19 May 2014 
 

Present: 
 
For Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service: 
 
Steven Pope (SP) (In the Chair) 
David Poulton (DP)  
Steve Widnell (SW)  
Jon Webber (JW)  
 
For RFU: 
 
Mark Palmer (MP) 
Dave Williams (DW) 
 
In attendance:  Rupert Barker (Observing) 
 

MIN. NO ITEM HEADING 
 

ACTION 
BY 

RFU/14/27.  Apologies 
 
Apologies for non-attendance were received from Jane Sherlock (JS) 
and Sean Cooke (SC). 
 

 

RFU/14/28.  Minutes  
 
RESOLVED that the Minutes of the meeting held on 3 February 2014 
and 24 March 2014 be signed as a correct record.  

 
 
 
 
 

RFU/14/29.  Matters arising (not on the agenda)  

 (a) Support/guidance for retained staff undertaking other work 
within the organisation (Minute RFU/14/18) 
 
The RFU enquired as to the position in respect of the cascading of this 
information down to Station Commanders. 
 
JW explained that there had been issues experienced with staff 
booking out on Pre-Arranged Overtime (PAOT) which had 
subsequently caused gaps in cover on stations that had not been 
identified until drill night.  He indicated that he needed to discuss this 
matter further with the Area Commanders. 
 
SP reported that Neil Tidball had been undertaking some work in 
Somerset on Gartan availability for both Wholetime and Retained staff 
and that he had been looking closely at the crewing arrangements.  He 
indicated that the key to this was having a rota that operated in RDS 
stations so that it was clear to all how many staff were required to crew 
the appliance at any time.  Work was needed with the Watch Managers 
to see how the rota was set up. 
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The RFU stated that staff liked to do the PAOT but were not supported 
by their station commander as this would make the station short of 
cover.  Confirmation was sought as to whether staff needed 
authorisation from the station commander or if just an expression of 
interest could be made for PAOT.  SP replied that the 84/63 hour 
contracts meant that staff could do other work outside their 
commitments to the retained station and that Neil Tidball was to do a 
“roadshow” to explain this in due course. 
 

 (b) Sick Pay (Minute RFU/14/23) 
 
SP reported that there had not been any further progress made in 
respect of the sick pay arrangements for retained staff returning to work 
on restricted duties. 
 

 

 (c)  New Employees (Minute RFU/14/25(c))  
 
RFU enquired as to whether there had been any progress made with 
the issue of new staff being expected to attend station for basic training 
before a uniform had been issued. 
 
SP replied that, although the Service was now measuring up for the 
uniforms during the selection process, the current policy was not to 
issue uniforms until the beginning of basic training. He confirmed, 
however, that he’d raised this point with The Academy to look at the 
issue again.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SP 
 

RFU/14/30.  Salary Review/New Salary Update 
 
(An item raised by RFU). 
 
RFU expressed its disappointment that, following the meeting held at 
Topsham recently, the Service had decided to go back to the Pay As 
You Go Scheme.  RFU indicated that it had not rejected the previous 
offer made by the Service but thought that the data that had been used 
was to be revisited. 
 
SP replied that the Service had looked at other options and that it had 
felt that 242 was a generous offer in terms of the number of calls for the 
station.  This had not been accepted at the time, however, as recorded 
under Minute RFU/14/05.  He added that the Service had considered 
that it was unable to reach agreement with the RFU and therefore it had 
been confirmed at the meeting held at Topsham (where Mark Palmer 
had been in attendance) to move to the Pay As You Go Scheme.  This 
position had been communicated in writing to the RFU. 
 
RFU stated that the Minute referred to above (Minute RFU/14/05) had 
indicated that the Service would look at the data again and also that the 
option of support for USAR would be considered.  The extract from 
Minute RFU 14/05 has been set out below for ease of reference: 
 

 “Data would be revisited based on the discussions held; MP had 
said the data was flawed as it brought in co-responder stations and 
claimed this dramatically changed the figures determining the base 
call rate; 
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 A conversation would be held with USAR regarding Topsham 
firefighters becoming USAR operatives to support USAR and to 
back up specialist rescue teams”. 

 
SP advised that the Service had looked at the option of utilising staff to 
support USAR but this would be down to individual choice and could 
not be insisted upon.  SW added that all of this information had been 
fed back to RFU already.  There had been a good offer on the table but 
this had been rejected by the RFU.   
 
With regard to other options around a salary, it would result in higher 
costs which would not be reflected in the activity levels. 
 
SP further stated that staff had been kept informed of the position all 
along by GM Jon Miller and that he was aware that a request had been 
made to the Chief Fire Officer for the position of 242 calls to be put 
back on the table.  He advised that the Chief Fire Officer concurred with 
the position taken by the Service on this. 
 
The RFU stated that it did not feel that it was far away from the Service 
on an agreement on this matter and formally asked the Service at this 
point to put the offer of 242 calls back on the table.  SP responded that 
the Service was not seeking to change its position now. 
 

RFU/14/31.  Urgent Business  
 

 (a) Corporate Plan 2 (CP2) 
 
(An item raised by RFU). 
 
The RFU enquired as to whether it was to be involved in the work on 
CP2.  SW responded that this work was not developed sufficiently at 
this stage but that it would be shared with Representative Bodies in due 
course. 
 
RFU enquired as to whether this work would include looking at salaried 
schemes for RDS stations.  SP advised that CP2 was looking at what 
would work for the whole Service including recruiting on call retained 
staff contracts.  SW added that the early proposals may be available in 
June 2014.  He advised that the financial projections for the Service 
had indicated a need to identify savings of £4.5 to £5 million over the 
next two to three years 
 

 

 (b) Co-responders 
 
(An item raised by DSFRS). 
 
JW indicated that he had informed RFU at the previous meeting on 24 
March 2014 that the South West Ambulance Services Trust (SWAST) 
would be moving across to direct mobilising with the Airwave system 
and pagers would be issued as appropriate to all co-responding 
stations.  He advised that there had been a delay in the issue of 
pagers, however. 
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It was noted that there had been an agreement with Airwave that “off 
call” would be included within the configuration for the pagers and that 
staff would book on duty with their Gartan pin code. 
 
DP stated that the Service needed to look carefully at this in 
conjunction with the CP2 proposals.  The intention was that there would 
not be more staff on-call at any particular time than needed to crew the 
appliances and, in such a case, co-responding would take an appliance 
off the run.  JW replied that he was aware that this was an issue with 
direct mobilisation as the first emergency call would always get priority.  
He indicated that the First Person on Scene (FPOS) qualification was 
the same as co-responding and therefore either may go to a co-
responder call out.  RFU enquired if anyone with FPOS could be called 
out and JW replied that work on this was still in transition. 
 

 (c) Mark Palmer 
 
(An item raised by RFU). 
 
Mark Palmer advised that this may be the final meeting of RFU that he 
would attend as his contract with the Service was due to end on 10 July 
2014, unless alternative work could be secured. 
 
He thanked everyone who had been involved with the RFU over the 
previous five years.  SP reciprocated on behalf of the Service for the 
work that Mark had undertaken. 
 

 

 Date of next meeting 
 
NOTED that he date for the next meeting of the RFU ERC was 
scheduled for Monday 21 July 2014. 
 

 

 

The meeting commenced at 0930hours and concluded at 10:05hours. 
 
 

 
Signed: ………………………………………  Date: ………………………………………. 
(For DSFRS) 
 
 
Signed: ………………………………………  Date: ………………………………………. 
(For RFU) 
 
 


